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Abstract

▪ Knowledge Workers, a term coined by Peter Drucker, are workers whose job is to think for a living. Knowledge work can be differentiated from other 
forms of work by emphasizing continuously evolving non-routine problem-solving based on information. As businesses increase their dependence on 
information technology via digital transformation, the number of fields in which knowledge workers must operate has expanded dramatically. 

▪ Today, much of the knowledge work accomplished involves informal collaborations via emails supported by attached documents (PDFs and others). 
Fundamentally, knowledge workers spend much of their time acting as human integrators of unstructured information exchanged via unstructured 
communications and collaborations.

▪ In support of these efforts, Intelligent Document Process (IDP) technologies were introduced by various vendors to transform unstructured and semi-
structured information into usable data. The ultimate objective of most IDP capabilities is to integrate with downstream systems such as ERP.  They 
tend to be based on pattern matching supported by Machine Learning (ML) technologies. To become effective, these approaches require varying 
quantities of representative information being available or supervised learning and labeling techniques that is yet another form of knowledge work.  
But what if an adequate sample of examples or information are not available for a particular type of knowledge work? And how do we support 
knowledge workers and their actual flow of work?

▪ In this session, we will present a combination of symbolic and non-symbolic reasoning techniques to ease the burden on knowledge workers by 
offering intelligent just-in-time assistance. This approach is based on open international workflow and decision standards and anchored on the low-
code Friendly Enough Expression Language (FEEL) from the Decision Model and Notation (DMN). We use Natural Language Processing (NLP) to enable 
knowledge-based workflows with channels of intelligent email messages. NLP detection, mediated by decision models of email-created events 
triggers the flow of knowledge work, detects intermediate business events, route attachments and results for approval or exceptions, and provides 
useful information to knowledge workers, including calendar events, contacts, and various reports.  A Real Estate Closing Process will be used as an 
example.

INTELLIGENT ASSISTANCE FOR KNOWLEDGE WORKERS
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Outline

1. Setting the stage (Situational Lifting)

2. The Quest for Intelligent Automation  (Contemporary AI Approaches)

3. Knowledge Work (Our Use Case)

4. Intelligent Assistance for Knowledge Workers (Our  Goal)

5. NLP for Business Event Detection and Processing (Our Focus)

6. NLP Situational Lifting (Our Approach)

7. Real Estate Operations (Our Example)

INTELLIGENT ASSISTANCE FOR KNOWLEDGE WORKERS

Caveat: this is an ongoing research project and not a product (yet)

Based on research and experimentations done by Tom
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Setting the Stage

Situational Lifting
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Knowledge Work is mostly Unstructured

Today, much of the knowledge work accomplished involves 
informal collaborations via emails supported by attached 
documents. 

Fundamentally, knowledge workers spend much of their 
time acting as human integrators of Unstructured 
Information exchanged via Unstructured Communications 
and Collaborations.

SETTING THE STAGE
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Knowledge Work Automation:
Scaffolding not Shackling

We want to ease the burden on Knowledge Workers with 
automation offering intelligent just-in-time assistance. 

We want the automation to recognize and act on Situational 
Business Entities and Situational Business Events. 

We introduce a technique that we call NLP Situational Lifting.

SETTING THE STAGE
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Situational Lifting realized using BPM+

Rather than code, we use BPMN and DMN Models to 
implement our Situational lifting.

The benefits are that the Situational Lifting Models are easy 
to understand, enhance and maintain and to apply to any 
domain.

▪ Visual flow

▪ Visual structure

▪ Visual logic 

SETTING THE STAGE
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The quest for Intelligent 
Automation

Contemporary AI Approaches
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Data is the new oil?

You can’t pick up a business journal now without Artificial 
Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and Big Data 
being presented as the new revolution. 

Data is the new oil they say.

THE QUEST FOR INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION

▪ But what about Knowledge?
▪ Why limit ourselves to data when 

we can exploit knowledge?
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Machine Learning (ML) a panacea?

Machine Learning (ML) is currently being promoted for just 
about every "intelligent" application.

▪ Machine Learning thrives and excels in environments where 
rich and/or large data set exists.

▪ It performs extremely well on sensing and perception use 
cases.

THE QUEST FOR INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION

We are now starting  to experience many ML failures
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Intelligent Document Processing (IDP)

Intelligent Document Process (IDP) technologies were 
introduced by various vendors to transform unstructured 
and semi-structured information into usable data. 

The ultimate objective of most IDP capabilities is to 
integrate with downstream data processing systems such 
as ERP, CRM, etc.  

IDP tends to be based on pattern matching supported by 
Machine Learning (ML) technologies. 

THE QUEST FOR INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION
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Intelligent Document Processing (IDP)

To become effective, these approaches require varying 
quantities of representative information being available 
or supervised learning and labeling techniques 

But what if an adequate sample of examples or 
information are not available for a particular type of 
knowledge work? and 

How do we support knowledge workers and their actual 
flow of work (particular situation)?

THE QUEST FOR INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION

that is yet another form of knowledge work
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Machine Learning (ML) a panacea?

Current Machine Learning (ML) approaches are not always 
the best solutions for:

▪ contexts in which large data sets are not available, or

▪ when the "outcome" needs to be explained and 
justified.

THE QUEST FOR INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION

But the outcomes of machine learning can be 
used to decide what actions to take.
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Machine Learning (ML) a panacea?

Most current Machine Learning (ML) approaches 
are lacking understanding and generalizations.

THE QUEST FOR INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION

For this a symbolic reasoning approach maybe more appropriate.
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Lifting: A Neuro-Symbolic approach 

We are promoting the usage of a combination of 
Sub-Symbolic AI with Symbolic AI.

THE QUEST FOR INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION

▪ Sub Symbolic Models (aka ML) for perception and detection
▪ Symbolic Models for knowledge representation and reasoning
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Knowledge Work

Our Use Case
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Origin
THE KNOWLEDGE WORKER

Circa 1959
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Thinking for a living
THE KNOWLEDGE WORKER

Decision Maker

Problem Solver

Subject Matter Expert

Business EnablerEvolving Tasks

Non-Routine Tasks

Information

Regulations

Procedures
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Swivel Chair Integrator
THE KNOWLEDGE WORKER

Informal Collaboration

emails
Attached Documents

Knowledge workers spend much of their time acting as human integrators of 
unstructured information exchanged via unstructured communications and 
collaborations.

Business Applications
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The Unstructured Communication and 
Documentation Intelligent Processor

Knowledge Workers in organizations ensures 
that this work gets done by:

▪ readily identifying the appropriate business 
events taking place within the email stream, 
and

▪ processing the email body and attachments 
according to context based on their expertise 
and experience.

THE KNOWLEDGE WORKER
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The Unstructured Communication and 
Documentation Intelligent Processor

▪ This collaboration frequently follows a 
non-digital, or partially digital process. 

▪ Emails have similar structures; 
respondents are provided with or 
return the same types of attachments. 

▪ Documents are reviewed, approvals 
are obtained or escalated, and further 
actions taken.

▪ The processes include investigations, 
compliance and quality studies,  
requests for reports, services, or 
work. 

THE KNOWLEDGE WORKER
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Intelligent Assistance for 
Knowledge Workers

Our Goal
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Opportunities for Digital Assistance 

▪ Many processes are only partly 
digitized.

▪ Important data is unstructured.

▪ Knowledge Worker’s key tools are still 
email, documents, contact lists and 
calendars and this is where the 
important information lives.

▪ Digital Assistance require the ability to 
understand unstructured text with 
Natural Language processing (NLP).

THE KNOWLEDGE WORKER
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Digital Assistant Basic Capabilities

▪ Recognize and manage stakeholders in the email collaboration

o Identifying participants situational roles

▪ Read the email Subject and Body

o Identifying the proper situational business event 
reflected

▪ Read and manage email attachments

o Identifying documentation milestone achievements

▪ Prepare draft of next best action for the Knowledge Worker

o Prepare email drafts

o Classify and store documents

o Schedule tasks and meetings

o Identify Contact information

THE DIGITAL ASSISTANT
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Creating the Knowledge Worker
Digital Assistant

An "intelligent" digital assistant would 
have to process emails and their 
attachments to identify:

▪ Various stakeholders involved

▪ The current state of the process 
involved

▪ Situational meta-data and 
documents

▪ Best next action

THE DIGITAL ASSISTANT
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Implemented Using BPM+
(Core in FEEL and DMN)

▪ Both the Intelligent Agent and the NLP Situational Lifting 
presented herein were implemented using Low Code 
language FEEL and BPM+ Models

▪ FEEL

o Friendly Enough Expression Language

o Simple enough for non-technical people, expressive 
enough for technical people

o Promotes re-use and composability

o FEEL boxed Expressions make the logic obvious

• Explainable

• Maintainable

• Easy to enhance and adapt to other situations

THE DIGITAL ASSISTANT

See my other presentation “How do you FEEL about Low Code?”
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NLP for Business Event 
Detection and Processing

Our Focus
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Natural Language Processing for 
Event Detection

▪ The objectives are not only event detection and attribute 
extraction. 

▪ The Intelligent Assistant can create messages for delivery to 
the proper recipients with the proper attachments. 

▪ Contacts can be extracted. 

▪ Calendar events can be created and updated.

NLP FOR BUSINESS EVENT DETECTION AND PROCESSING
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Natural Language Processing for Event 
Detection

The key AI techniques for NLP are:

▪ Optical Character Recognition, convert images 
and pdf into text 

▪ Entity Extraction, find names and types of 
entities.

▪ Syntax Analysis, tokenize and break text into 
sentences

▪ Form Extraction extract a structure of 
attributes from a document

▪ Human-in-the-loop and labeling, upon the 
failure to decide an event, messages can be 
forwarded to the sender and internally.

NLP FOR BUSINESS EVENT DETECTION AND PROCESSING
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Situational Lifting

Our Approach
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Reducing the Digital Assistant Complexity

Limiting Situational Awareness with:
▪ The situational domain scope

▪ The situational key business entities and stakeholder roles

▪ The situational workflow and its desired outcomes

NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING
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Obtaining Situational Awareness 

3 possible approaches:

▪ Large Language Model Specifically trained to the 
situational context

▪ Generic NLP Model augmented with auto-trained model 
for the situational context

▪ Generic NLP Model augmented by Situational Lifting 
o This is our proposed approach in contexts where large situational 

data sets are not available 

NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING
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Our NLP Situational Lifting Process
NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING

NLP Detection
(Using a Generic NLP Model)

Concept 
Lifting

Semantic 
Lifting
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Phase1: NLP Detection
NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING

NLP 
Detection

(Using a Generic NLP Model)

Obtain Entities, 
Tokens and 

sentences along 
with tense and 

sentiment
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Using a Generic (Pre-Trained) NLP Model
NLP DETECTION

Google Natural Language

Amazon Comprehend

Microsoft Language Understanding 

(LUIS) 

▪ All these provide entity extraction of 
similar types.

▪ They provide syntax analysis using 
similar nomenclature, i.e., sentences 
are tokenized into words and 
categorized, into verb, noun 
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Introducing a canonical entity model to enable 
independence of pre-trained service

NLP DETECTION

Entity Type Description Notes

PRICE
The price or cost of a specified item, 
service or expense

Strait mapping

DATE
The date within a sentence, can be any 
format

EMAIL A standard email
For google & Amazon a 

REGEX classification of type

NUMBER A number

URL The URL within a sentence REGEX, Google &Amazon

PHONE_NUMBER A phone number

LOCATION
A geographic location, not including a 
street number

NAME The name of a person

Optional:

ADDRESS
Available Through API, Google Maps, 
Amazon Locations, or TomTom

▪ These entities are available 
across the three services, 
either directly or through a 
mapping.

▪ The other structure that must 
be mapped is syntax which is 
a list of tokens (words and 
punctuation) their types and 
tense.
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Entity Analysis
NLP DETECTION

▪ Entity Extraction examines unstructured text and categorizes words into types with 
metadata

▪ Entity types include persons, addresses, locations, dates, phone numbers, 
numbers and more.

▪ To use the entity in business logic, the value of the entity needs to be regularized. 

▪ Entity extraction is imperfect, these imperfections are predictable.

▪ Entity extraction can be performed against text from any source, emails, 
documents and other channels.
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Using Google Natural Language Generic NLP 
Model

NLP DETECTION

Entity Type Description Notes

UNKNOWN

PERSON Can be a human, position or other characterization NAME

LOCATION
A geographic place, at levels of detail up to an 
address

LOCATION

EVENT A business, cultural or life occurance

ORGANIZATION Government, corporate, non-profit or other entity

WORK_OF_ART Paintings, sculpturea or created artifact

CONSUMER_GOOD Item  that can be purchased or owned, toy, bycycle

OTHER
Uncategorized entity, used when close to other 
entities

URL,EMAIL

PHONE_NUMBER Phone number PHONE_NUMBER

ADDRESS Street Address

DATE The calendar date DATE

NUMBER Number is various formats, including fractions NUMBER

PRICE Price PRICE

Google Natural Language 

Canonical Mapping 
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Using Amazon Comprehend Generic NLP Model
NLP DETECTION

Entity Type Description Canonical Mapping

PERSON
Amazon Comprehend has very 
little documentation

NAME

LOCATION LOCATION

ORGANIZATION Needs research

COMMERCIAL_ITEM Needs research

EVENT Needs research

DATE DATE

QUANTITY NUMBER, PRICE*

TITLE Needs research

OTHER Needs research

Derrived by REGEX PHONE_NUMBER,EMAIL,URL

Amazon Comprehend

Canonical Mapping 
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Using Microsoft Language Understanding (LUIS) 
Generic NLP Model

NLP DETECTION

Entity Type Description Canonical Mapping

Age
Captures the age value both numerically and in terms 
of days, weeks, months, and years

Currency
Detects currency in many denominations and 

countries/regions
PRICE

DatetimeV2 Extracts date and time values DATE

Dimension
Detects various types of dimensions, speed, area, i.e. a 
metric

Email Detect an email address EMAIL

GeographyV2 Detects places, cities, monuments LOCATION

KeyPhrase Extracts a variety of key phrases from an utterance

Number Extract a number NUMBER

Ordinal, OrdinalV2
Extract a representation of an object inside a set, i.e. 
First, second, third, aid is selection

Percentage
Numbers can appear as fractions, 3 1/2, or as 
percentage, 2%

NUMBER

PersonName Extract a person name NAME

PhoneNumber Extract a phone number PHONE_NUMBER

Temperature Extract the temperature

URL Extract a url URL

Microsoft Language 

Understanding (LUIS) 

Canonical Mapping 
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Phase1: NLP Detection
NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING

NLP 
Detection

(Using a Generic NLP Model)

Obtain Entities, 
Tokens and 

sentences along 
with tense and 

sentiment

At this point we have entities and sentences but lack situational awareness:

We do not differentiate that Denis Gagne is an actual person and Presenter is a role. 
Both Denis Gagne and Presenter are detected as a Name entities.

We have sentence structure and verb tense, but we do not semantically differentiate 
the event  between “Denis Gagne is a presenter at Decision Camp on Sept 28” and 
“Denis Gagne is not a presenter at Decision Camp on Sept 28”
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Phase2: Concept Lifting
NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING

NLP Detection
(Using a Generic NLP Model)

Obtain Entities, 
Tokens and 

sentences along 
with tense and 

sentiment

Concept Lifting
Enhance Entities 
with Meta tags 
differentiators

Obtain 
differentiated 
entities and 

Entity/Sentence 
Mention
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Phase2: Concept Lifting
NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING

Two set of different inputs are needed to do concept lifting:

1. Injection of Domain Concepts

▪ Using a list or service of existing proper names

▪ Using a list or service of roles according to labor categorization

▪ Using a service of Geolocation Information

2. Static set of Differentiating Patterns (regex)

▪ Treating Entities that were classified as Other

• Introduction of a static set of differentiating patterns (regex) to identify URLs, Emails, 
Directories, File names

• Entities identified by their structure, Order numbers, Delivery Codes, Work Order Numbers, Bills of 
Lading, Lab Ascension Number (Amazon Orders are currently ^\#[0-9]{3}\-[0-9]{7}\-[0-9]{7}$ )
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Phase3: Semantic Lifting
NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING

NLP 
Detection

(Using a Generic NLP Model)

Obtain Entities, 
Tokens, sentiment,

sentences, and 
Entity/Sentence 

Mention

Concept 
Lifting

Enhance Entities 
with Meta tags 
differentiators

Obtain differentiated 
entities 

Semantic 
Lifting

Inject Situational 
Concepts/Keywords

Obtain situational 
business events and 
situational business 

objects
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Phase3: Semantic Lifting
NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING

To achieve situational lifting, we need inputs reflecting the domain/industry being tackled in the “situation”

▪ Introduction of Situational concepts and keywords

To obtain the Situational Business Objects and Situational Business Events we need to:

▪ Identify business entity attributes and process and events

How we achieve this: 

▪ Utterances are the input of an email, note or document which are composed of one or more sentences

▪ Sentences might include keywords and entities

▪ A keyword is one or more words that categorize a sentence as a source of business entities or process 
information, a business entity is

▪ Sentences are characterized by their structure: simple/complex, tense: past, present, future, and 
sentiment: negative, neutral and positive

▪ Semantic lifting is accomplished by matching entity types, keywords, structure, tense and sentiment. In 
some cases, no entity is required

▪ Because an utterance is free text, fuzzy string matching is used.
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Processing Business Entity Attributes

▪ Message processes read and know the context of inbound and outbound email utterances

▪ Inbound utterances in emails can:

o Start processes and provide the details of their operations

o Respond to requests, receive notifications

o Advance intermediate steps, provide data elements

o Direct additional steps to be taken, reject, review, distribute, alert/warn

o Provide updated states and

o Request information

o Provide Attachments which provide business entities for the process

▪ Outbound utterances in emails can:

o Request deliverables, reports, studies, items of work

NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING
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Process in BPMN
NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING
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A sample DMN function from Concept Lifting
NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING

▪ You pass it a “name” obtained from the 
NLP detection and it tells you if it is a 
“Likely Company Name” 

▪ The list of known corporate suffix used 
here is configurable
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Situational Lifting Example
NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING

Extracted Situational Business Entities and Situational Business Events:

▪ "Contract Address": "2269 Forest Avenue",

▪ "Process Area": "Closing Process",    

▪ "MLS Listing": "https://www.realtor.com/realestateandhomes-detail/2269-Forest-Ave_Buena-Vista_VA_24416_M54880-

77525",

▪ "Closing Date": "Friday, July 1",

▪ "Inspection Type": “Home Inspection",

▪ "Date Scheduled": "June 14"

Provided email text:

A Signed Contract for the 2269 Forest Avenue listing is enclosed. The proposed 

closing date is Friday, July 1. The home inspection will be completed by June 14. 

The MLS listing is at https://www.realtor.com/realestateandhomes-detail/2269-

Forest-Ave_Buena-Vista_VA_24416_M54880-77525
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Demo of Situational Lifting
NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING

Video Here
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Message Processing
NLP SITUATIONAL LIFTING
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Real Estate Operations

Our Example
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Intelligent Assistant

▪ We use Natural Language Processing (NLP) Situational Lifting to enable knowledge-based workflows with 
channels of intelligent messages. 

▪ NLP Situational Lifting, mediated by decision models of email-created events triggers the flow of knowledge 
work, detects intermediate business events, route attachments and results for approval or exceptions, and 
provides useful information to knowledge workers, including calendar events, contacts, and various reports.  

▪ A Real Estate Closing Process is now presented.

REAL ESTATE OPERATIONS
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Real Estate Example
REAL ESTATE OPERATIONS

▪ Real Estate Knowledge Worker starts an investigation with requirements, schedule and stakeholders.

▪ Using the provided draft email, the Real Estate Knowledge Worker requests the deliverable from an 
investigator.

▪ Investigator accepts the assignment and provides a schedule and the inspector and their contact information.

o The schedule is placed on the shared calendar

o The contact is added to the office suite

▪ Investigator returns the results to the investigator.

o The text of the results are read

o The results are stored in a cloud repository

o A link to the results is added to the calendar

▪ The results are distributed to the various involved stakeholders and the assistance concludes
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Real Estate Demo
REAL ESTATE OPERATIONS

Video Here
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Conclusion
INTELLIGENT ASSISTANCE FOR KNOWLEDGE WORKERS

▪ We have introduced Situational Lifting to extract Situational Business Entities and 
Situational Business Events in the context of Unstructured Information exchanged 
via Unstructured Communications and Collaborations.

▪ We implemented Situational Lifting using BPM+ Models that make the approach 
easy to understand, enhance and maintain and to apply to any domain.

▪ We have demoed how Situational Lifting can be used for intelligent assistance to 
knowledge workers in a domain where big data is not readily available, but domain 
knowledge can easily be encoded symbolically (in the example RealEstate)
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Thanks!

Q&A
dgagne@trisotech.com tom@advanced-comps.com


